
Avoid Last Year’s Most
Frequent Insurance Claims
With These Tips
Your insurance is a financial safety net, there to help you
recover from costly incidents that could disrupt your life.
Review our list of some of the most frequent insurance claims
of 2022 to learn how to reduce your risk for these common
claims this year.  Read More >>

Essential Travel Safety Tips for
All Stages of Your Trip
Vacations are great opportunities to experience new sights
and cultures. Unfortunately, an extended trip away from home
also provides opportunities for crime at home and abroad.
Reduce your risk and travel confidently by following these
steps to ensure your safety and the security of your home and
personal belongings while you’re away. Read More >>

Organic, Sustainable and
Mindful: Timeless Interior
Design Trends
Interior design trends are shifting from “quantity” to “quality” as
high-end homeowners and interior designers grow tired of
maximalist spaces — a movement previously characterized
by bold colors, patterns and eye-catching statement pieces.
As you consider updating your interior design in 2023, review
our ideas to help set your designers on the right path.
Read More >>

Introducing Carefree Pet!

Gallagher has partnered with some of the world’s best
companies to provide special benefits on items and
services you use every day!

Your pets deserve a Carefree life, and so do you.
Carefree Pet is a comprehensive pet care plan that
provides you with peace of mind and a bundle of
benefits for your most loyal companions. Choose from
three thoughtful plans that provide the benefits you
want based on your needs.
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Prevent Water Damage in Your Home
Learn How With Our Complimentary Whitepaper and Webinar

Did you know that water is the number one cause of home damage? No matter how small, leaks
can cause significant damage to your home — averaging about $55,000 — and ruin
irreplaceable sentimental items. Learn how to safeguard your home and belongings against
water damage by downloading our complimentary whitepaper, Water Detection to Prevent
Damage.

To dive deeper into the subject, watch our webinar Leveraging Technology to Predict and
Prevent Water Damage. In this webinar, experts from StreamLabs discuss trends in water leak
detection and mitigation. Additionally, Gallagher clients receive 20% off their purchase of a
StreamLabs Control or Monitor. Visit gallagherperks.com/streamlabs to find out how.

You know your pet better than anyone, so you get to select the level of protection that fits your
lifestyle. Plans start at $9.99 per month, and Gallagher clients get 10% off Carefree Pet and
Carefree Pet Plus, applied at checkout.

Membership options available:

Carefree Pet – Your pets get their own ID tag and profile, so it’s easier to get them home
if they lose their way. Additionally, your pet’s medical records and information is kept all in
one place for easy access.

Carefree Pet Plus – Bundled benefits to keep all of the pets in your home happy and
healthy. Pet parents have access to 24/7 virtual vet support, warranty protection of up to
$1,500 to reimburse costs of pet products and damages to furniture caused by pets,
discounted pet medications and supplies, a coupon mall, as well as the Carefree Pet
dynamic tag system.

Carefree Pet Plus With Pet Insurance – Pet parents will receive all the benefits of
Carefree Pet Plus at 50% off and get access to enroll in top-tier pet insurance for their
most beloved family members. There are no age or breed restrictions; and you have
freedom to see any vet, ability to customize your plan and get promptly reimbursed for
crucial things like exam fees, emergency care, illnesses, surgeries and much more.

Check out this new perk at gallagherperks.com/perksforlife/offers or go fetch your quote now
at pet.carefreesavings.com/gallagherperks.

Contact us if you have questions about your insurance.
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Important Note: The information contained in this report was obtained from sources, which to the best of the writer's
knowledge, are authentic and reliable. Gallagher makes no guarantee of results, and assumes no liability in connection with
either the way information herein contained, or the business suggestions herein made. Moreover, it cannot be assumed that
every acceptable business practice is contained herein. Any descriptions of coverage provided herein are not intended as an
interpretation of coverage. Policy descriptions do not include all the policy terms and conditions contained in an actual policy,
and should not be relied on for coverage interpretations. An actual insurance policy must always be consulted for full coverage
details.
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